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THE MOON

I know exactly when it's a full moon,

because my house starts to get a

deep clean.

I pull everything out of everywhere

and start to declutter, label and win

organiser or the year!

But I need to be quick as the full

moon soon changes and I am often

left with crap everywhere and no

motivation to continue.

But each time, I am getting closer to

that 'spot for everything'. 

The cosmic views for February 2021

suggest we will have a surrealistic

month as we move from the old into

the new.*

One step at a time we can move

forward and see more clearly.

So, if you have yet to start your

green cleaning journey - the next

full moon is on February 27th.

Picture taken at the front of my home

after I organised my daughters arts/crafts

Cosmic Views for February 2021 -

https://mylunchtable.com/2021/02/cos

mic-views-for-february-2021/



WHAT'S NEW
Introducing a new product coming soon to

our ready made range. 

A lush Eucalyptus Dish Liquid.
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Pure Dish Soap (not detergent)

Handmade in Melbourne

Eco-friendly and septic safe

Vegan (olive oil based)

Simple natural ingredients

YOUR KNOWLEDGE CENTRE

Every Wednesday we add a new blog full of tips, guides

and learnings. You can find them on our website under

Articles in the menu.

Packaged in a 500ml amber glass bottle

with top quality black stainless steel soap

pump. Refill options also available.

30 SECOND RECIPE

An awesome Multi Purpose Spray that is safe to

use on all surfaces, including your hand and feet.

Ingredients:

- Castile Soap (10-20% of bottle size)

- Water (to fill)

- Essential Oils

Add ingredients into a spray bottle, shake and

done!



TIP OF THE MONTH

In the bathroom, store soap bars on

a Safix Scrub Pad. It looks stylish as

well as is practical. 

Once the scrub pad is a bit soapy

use it to clean down your sink and

benchtop. An on the spot cleaner!

Great part is, when it has come to

the end of its life, throw it on the

compost - zero waste!

JOKE OF THE MONTH

What do you call a fish with no eye?

 A fsh
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AND THE WINNER IS

Congratulations to Gene Fuller, the

first winner of our new monthly draw.

You automatically get an entry when

you place an online order - simple as

that,

Best of luck troops. 


